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December 25, 2014 
 
Mr. Brian Pearce 
Department of Justice Legal Attache 
United States Embassy Bangkok 
120/22 Wireless Road 
Bangkok, Thailand, 10330 
 
Re: False Arrest of American Christopher Lee Hobbs 
 Arrest Warrant for Steven James Strike 
 
Dear Brian: 
 
I would like to thank you for taking the time to meet with my team on December 17, 2014 in Bangkok.  
As the first meaningful communication with the US Government in over six months since my arrest 
this was an important first step.  Unfortunately you were unable to provide business cards so the only 
method of contact is through the Embassy switchboard. 
 
I have spoken with my attorney John in regard to your request for the contact persons to be yourself 
and John when communicating with the Embassy.  We feel however that the meeting has borne no 
fruit worthy of communication with the Embassy as all of the possible remedies suggested were 
summarily refused and thus we can see no purpose in agreeing to this proposition. 
 
After discussions with my team we believe it is fair to say that we have adequately established 
the following; 
 

1. The FBI and the RTP/NGO were directly involved as you called it a “parallel investigation” of 
Mr. Hobbs which resulted in his FALSE arrest.  Namely Agents Devine, Cantrell and 
Donohue. 

2. Thai police have acknowledged the false arrest of Mr. Hobbs as of September 29, 2014 and 
recommended to the prosecutor to press charges against Steven Strike.  Documents to 
support this were provided. 

3. Thai prosecutor has issued an arrest warrant for Steven Strike. (Confirmed by Suchart) 
4. Agent Devine has continually refused to initiate an investigation of Strike since June 8, 2014 

without a prior confession.   Agent Devine is aware that Strike is an indicted pedophile and 
was resident in the building at the time of the offenses as he has stated such to Maui 
prosecutor Kim Whitworth. 

5. Thai police have informed that the FBI and NGO handed them the case and RTP conducted 
no investigation.  Thai police understood the FBI had fully investigated the case. 

6. FBI have been involved prior to and during Mr. Hobbs arrest and as you indicated are 
conducting a “parallel investigation”.  Also confirmed by Peter Fretten and Mr. Hobbs “there is 
an active investigation” as stated by Special Agent Christopher Cantrell. 

7. The FBI Agents were present with the boys, NGO prior to Mr. Hobbs’ arrest and reviewed the 
initial identification as stated in police recordings.  It is clear no connection to the location of 
the offenses or Mr. Strike was made at that time. 

8. The lead arresting RTP officer, NGO and Director of boys home form the executive committee 
for the accuser NGO – ATCC/FACE.  A serious conflict of interest precluding any fair and 
judicial investigation or prosecution since the lead investigator has a vested interest in the 
outcome. 

9. Strike was deported and his possessions, DVD’s and computer were left at the scene and no 
investigation was conducted. 

 
We refute the following assertions; 
 

1. “Brady material rules only apply to prosecutors and defendant and since Mr. Hobbs is not 
charged he is not a defendant” and by implication law enforcement are not obliged to give or 
say anything about Strike to Mr. Hobbs or Thai Police. 

 
PMN = I take exception to the notion put forward by you that it would be considered 
acceptable and within their rules for law enforcement to knowingly withhold 
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exculpatory evidence from their “partner” or the “accused” when they have been 
directly involved in the false arrest AND an innocent American could be sentenced to 
42 years in a Thai prison and his life publicly destroyed.  This is quite simply immoral 
and an unacceptable position.  I think the motto “protect and serve” and the FBI’s own 
“Core Value = Rigorous obedience to the Constitution” pretty much covers it. (FBI 
Bulletin - Quick Facts) 

 
I would also refer you to FBI Bulletin of October 2011, Disclosure in the Modern Age 
where disclosure is extended to law enforcement agencies and the prosecution team.  
There are countless other publications on this subject from the FBI and other police 
agencies extending Brady rules to law enforcement agencies.  I would also note that 
William Harrison lawyer (defense team) and the Maui prosecutor of Strike had been 
requesting exculpatory evidence from Agent Randall Devine and myself. 
 
In addition, the FBI’s own investigations and operations guide states under DIOG 
Section 14.4 – Information Related to Criminal Matters, 14.4.2 – Criminal Matters 
Outside FBI Jurisdiction it states; 
 
When credible information is received by an FBI employee concerning serious 
criminal activity not within the FBI’s investigative jurisdiction, the FBI employee must 
promptly transmit the information or refer the complaint to a law enforcement agency 
having jurisdiction, except when disclosure would jeopardize an ongoing 
investigation, endanger the safety of an individual, disclose the identity of a CHS, 
interfere with the cooperation of a CHS, or reveal legally privileged information. If full 
disclosure is not made for any of the reasons indicated, then, whenever feasible, the 
FBI employee must make at least limited disclosure to a law enforcement agency or 
agencies having jurisdiction, and full disclosure must be made as soon as the need 
for restricting disclosure is no longer present.  Where full disclosure is not made to 
the appropriate law enforcement agencies within 180 days, the FBI employee/field 
office must promptly notify FBIHQ in writing of the facts and circumstances 
concerning the criminal activity.  The FBI must make periodic reports to the Deputy 
Attorney General of such non-disclosures and incomplete disclosures, in a form 
suitable to protect the identity of a CHS.  (AGG-Dom, Part VI.C)” 
 
Further yet Agents have violated Thailand Criminal Code Section 188 by intentionally 
concealing evidence of Steven Strike as stated by the RTP. 

 
2. “Mr. Hobbs has been cooperating with the FBI and providing evidence”.   

 
The inference of this statement is that the FBI and been cooperating with me in 
accepting of this evidence and duly investigating its content which has not been the 
case. 
 
I was told by Agent Devine on July 23, 2014, “do not send any evidence.  The first 
step is to check your drives for contraband.”  There has been no further 
communication from “Case Agent” Devine. 
 
The FBI has refused any communication with me or voluntarily accept any evidence.  
I have issued evidence regardless of Agents Cantrell, Donohue and Devine 
willingness to accept it.  I have never received any acknowledgement and or receipt 
of evidence from Agents that they received any evidence. 
 
RTP advised the FBI did not inform them that I had given FBI Agents Donohue and 
Cantrell seven backup drives two days after my release for investigation.  Drives were 
returned approximately one month later without return receipt and in questionable 
condition with files deleted. 
  

3.  “Mr. Hobbs has been continually harassing Agents” 
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I was told by Agent Cantrell on June 17, 2014 “do not contact this office again” and 
with the exception of text messaged questions in regard to a promised lie detector or 
information about the custody of his backup drives he has had no “communication” 
with Agent Cantrell and all communication stopped August 8, 2014 
 
I was told by Agent Devine on July 23, 2014, “do not send any evidence.  The first 
step is to check your drives for contraband.”  This is the one and only communication 
I have had with Agent Devine since June 8, 2014 and Agent Devine would not 
provide any direct phone or email or other method for communication. 

  
4.  “The FBI are conducting a parallel investigation” 

  
Thai police have stated there has been no contact with the FBI since my arrest. 
 
No known witnesses have been interviewed by FBI and FBI have refused to accept or 
acknowledge any evidence from me. 
 
You stated you were unaware that a warrant for Strike had been issued. 
 
There can be no “parallel investigation” if none of the above has happened. 

 
5.   “You were identified by the boys from photos” 

 
The identification for both boys was a photo only and was a result of seeing a delivery 
van parked outside the building registered in my name.  The FBI provided a 5 year 
old passport photo of me having a beard which is what the boys initially identified.  
The boys were told Mr. Hobbs lives at the building and drives the van both of which 
have been proven to be untrue. 

 
Summary: 
 
It is clear that I have been falsely arrested and publicly humiliated for these heinous crimes and 
that the RTP/NGO and FBI were directly involved and thus share in the responsibility. 
 
This false arrest stems directly from the actions/procedures or inactions whether intentional or 
otherwise surrounding the deportation of Strike.  Had the proper procedures and follow up been 
undertaken the RTP would have at the very least included Mr. Strike’s photo when showing to the 
boys which was not done and would likely have led to the proper identification of Strike instead of 
myself. 
 
Prior to my arrest, the FBI could claim that their actions were unintentional and simply a matter of 
an egregious omission or error.  However, since the time of my arrest, the FBI’s clear knowledge 
of Mr. Strike and the obstructive behavior and effort to preclude and prevent me from obtaining 
exculpatory evidence about Mr. Strike has clearly been contemplated, coordinated and deliberate. 
 
At the outset of the meeting, you indicated that you are responsible for coordination with foreign 
governments, MLAT’s, treaties and extraditions, etc and were present at the time Strike was 
deported.  We believe your office is fundamentally responsible to make sure local authorities are 
duly notified and that “contraband” or “evidence” is properly secured which did not occur in the 
case of Mr. Strike.  This failure is what has directly contributed to my false arrest. 
 
Solution: 
 
I have informed you that I am trapped in the Thai legal system possibly for the next 20 years.  It is 
not in the Thai prosecutor or police interest to issue a non-prosecution order as this will subject 
the police to prosecution for false arrest and likely terminate their positions.  I have also provided 
you with information in regard to the serious conflict of interest between the NGO and Police and 
more notably that yourself and Agent Cantrell visited this NGO two days after the deportation of 
Steven Strike.   
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It has been three months since the RTP have recommended to the prosecutor to drop the 
charges against me and charge Steven Strike to the court.  I was informed this week the 
prosecutor’s office has changed prosecutors without notice or reason. 
 
The US Embassy and FBI’s refusal to become involved in my “unarrest” is directly contributing to 
the continue persecution by the Thai Authorities now approaching 7 months.  As a result, without 
intervention my life, reputation and “quiet enjoyment” has been completely destroyed together 
with receiving notice December 25, 2014 of the termination of my employment. 
 
I have requested that since the FBI have contributed directly to my arrest it is their responsibility 
and I require the FBI/US Government to contribute directly to my “un-arrest”. 
 
I did note however that you seemed to take more notice of the fact that another foreigner was 
flashing a DEA badge in my condo than the fact that this man tried to extort 800,000 baht 
($25,000 USD) money from me and threatened my life should I say anything to anyone. 
 
At our meeting I have suggested three possible solutions; 
 
1. An outside FBI agent be engaged to independently investigate the cases against me and 

Strike and determine what has caused the false arrest and any involvement of the FBI and 
inform the necessary RTP and Thai prosecutorial authorities accordingly. 
 
Agents Devine, Cantrell and Donohue have been directly involved in the false arrest and thus 
cannot be considered to offer an unbiased investigation or view of the facts and thus an 
outside authority is necessary 

You have denied the request without reason. 
  

2. Your office contact Damon King in the DOJ Criminal Division in Washington and confirm that 
this meeting has taken place and there may be reason to initiate an investigation and request 
him to do so. 

You have denied the request without reason. 
 

3. To fully exonerate Mr. Hobbs we requested your office initiate an investigation and 
prosecution of Strike under the terms of the MLAT and in accordance with Title 18 1591 and 
1596. 

You have denied the request based upon the likelihood the prosecution would not be 
successful and Strike is already in prison. 

 
I believe the above requests are reasonable and diligent in light of the evidence I have provided you 
at this meeting and the reason to deny these requests is not clear.  It was clear in this meeting that 
you were completely unaware of the situation and current status of the case and in many cases 
appear to have been misled by Agents of the FBI. 
 
As the old adage says “either your part of the solution or your part of the problem”.  It is clear the FBI 
and the US Government are involved in this matter and have a duty to its citizens to assist in 
correcting it.  I would like to offer you until January 7, 2015 to be part of the solution and to act as 
primary contact and offer a clearly identified road map and timeline to resolving these matters.   
 
I will be returning to the US (JFK) on January 9, 2014, China Eastern Airline Flight 587 and I will be 
attending to the DOJ, FBI and Department of State offices directly as well as my Congressman and 
Senator’s offices. 
 
I have attached a copy of our minutes of this meeting which has been vetted by my team for your 
reference and welcome your comment on any points of contention.  
 
Regards, 
 
 
Christopher L. Hobbs, P.E., P.Eng 
+66-(0)98-904-7577 



CHRISTOPHER LEE HOBBS FALSE ARREST 

MEETING 10:00AM, DECEMBER 17, 2014 – BRS OFFICE BANGKOK 

MINUTES 

Attendees: 
 Christopher Lee Hobbs – Accused (CLH) 
 John Formicella – BRS Lawyers (JF) 
 Suchart Meesomboompoonsuk – BRS Lawyers (SM) 
 Baonickolas Poonploy – Consultant (NP) 
 Peter Fretten – Consultant/Investigator (PF) 
 Brian Pearce – DOJ Legal Attache US Embassy 
 
 PMN = Post Meeting Note 
  
1.0 Brian Pearce introduced his role at the Embassy and confirmed that he was present in 

Thailand during the time of deportation of Steve Strike and the arrest of Mr. Hobbs 
 

2.0 CLH and NP advised and provided documents to support that the Pattaya police have 
recommended to the prosecutor that CLH not be charged to the court and that Steven Strike 
(SS) be charged instead 
 

3.0 CLH and SM notified that the Pattaya prosecutor’s office had issued an arrest warrant for Mr. 
Strike in relation to the alleged crimes 
 

4.0 CLH advised that the FBI/RTP conducted no investigation of Strike at the time or after his 
deportation.  Strike’s computer, DVD’s and other possessions which may contain photos of 
young boys were left at the scene. 
 

5.0 CLH provided information in regard to the ATCC/FACE/NGO/Pattaya Police conflict of 
interest and the apparent relationship with the BP and Chris Cantrell (CC) two days after 
Strike’s deportation and indications that the US government provides funding to this NGO 
 

6.0 CLH provided information in regard to the activities and communication with Special Agent 
Randall Devine, the Maui Prosecutor and William Harrison 
 

7.0 CLH provided information in regard to communication between himself and the US Embassy, 
CC and RD. 
  

8.0 BP stated that agents CC and RD indicated that CLH had been harassing them and that is 
the reason there has been no contact.  CLH confirmed that he has no badgered them and 
that the last contact with CC was August 8, 2014 and with RD was July 23, 2014. 
 

9.0 BP stated that Agents had received information from CLH.  CLH confirmed that this 
information was issued involuntarily as Agents CC and RD refused to accept information and 
that FBI has not acknowledged in any manner receipt of documents or issued a receipt. 
 

10.0 PF confirmed that he had spoken with CC shortly after CLH arrest and had advised that Mr. 
Hobbs had significant evidence and is likely not guilty.  CC replied to PF, we have seen the 
file and there is a lot of evidence, do not get involved this is an active investigation. 
 

11.0 CLH advised that CC had stopped contact with CLH on June 17, 2014 stating “your under 
active investigation do not call this office again” 
 

12.0 CLH, PF and NP advised BP that the RTP have advised that they conducted no investigation 
and that they were handed the case from the NGO/FBI and believed it to be fully investigated. 



RTP merely put together the arrest warrant and arrested CLH believing the FBI had 
presented them with a credible case.  This has been repeated several times by RTP officers. 
 

13.0 BP confirmed that one Thai boy OLE who was alleged to be assaulted 4 times has already 
recanted the identification of Mr. Hobbs.  CLH and NP acknowledged that the second 
Cambodian boy Phil who was alleged to be assaulted 1 time has not recanted.  The  PMN = 
The police report states that on one occasion both boys accompanied the assailant to 
Midtown Villa at the same time.  Very hard to be Christopher Hobbs and not Christopher 
Hobbs at the same time.  Also on one occasion police report states that both boys went 
together with the assailant so one of the identifications is incorrect?? 

 
14.0 Mr. Hobbs advised BP that the RTP have reopened the investigation and RTP have advised 

they have witnesses that have seen Strike with the boys. 
 

15.0 CLH advised that he is in possession of a recording of RTP stating that US Embassy officials 
visited the boys prior to his arrest.  CLH also advised the only photo available to show the 
boys was a 5 year old passport photo with a beard.  (Strike had a beard) 
 

16.0 CLH, NP and FP advised that RTP have informed that FBI agents left the interview the night 
of CLH arrest and said nothing about Steven Strike.  For a period of six months, RTP have 
advised that FBI have continued to remain silent about Strike. 
 

17.0 BP stated that he understood that CLH was jointly interviewed by FBI and RTP.  CLH showed 
video of FBI interview clearly showing that Mr. Hobbs and FBI were alone. 
 

18.0 CLH confirmed that he asked Agent RD during the interview on June 8, 2014, “did you tell the 
Thai police about Strike”.  RD response “we know all about Strike.  Your in the Thai legal 
system hire a good lawyer”.  The exact same statement was reiterated to Mr. Hobbs by Agent 
CC at the Embassy on June 12, 2014. 
 

19.0 CLH advised that Strike was identified to be American through a USMC tattoo on his upper 
left arm.  Mr. Hobbs has no such tattoo causing the RTP/NGO to be looking for an American. 
 

20.0 CLH advised that the only connection between himself and Midtown Villa is his name on the 
registration of a delivery van parked outside Midtown Villa.  Registered address is Sindhorn 
Tower, Bangkok.  No other “evidence” exists. 
 

21.0 BP advised that Brady material rules only applies to prosecutors and defendants and CLH is 
not a defendant.  PMN - CLH would refer BP to FBI Bulletin of October 2011, Disclosure in 
the Modern Age where disclosure is extended to law enforcement agencies.  There are 
numerous other publications from the FBI and other police agencies extending Brady rules to 
law enforcement agencies.  CLH would also note that William Harrison lawyer and the Maui 
prosecutor of Strike had been requesting exculpatory evidence from Agent RD. 
 

22.0 PMN = CLH would like to advise BP that in addition to Brady rules applying to Law 
Enforcement Agencies the FBI’s own operating guide states under DOIG Section 14.4 – 
Information Related to Criminal Matters, 14.4.2 – Criminal Matters Outside FBI Jurisdiction it 
states; 
 

When credible information is received by an FBI employee concerning serious 
criminal activity not within the FBI’s investigative jurisdiction, the FBI employee must 
promptly transmit the information or refer the complaint to a law enforcement agency 
having jurisdiction, except when disclosure would jeopardize an ongoing 
investigation, endanger the safety of an individual, disclose the identity of a CHS, 
interfere with the cooperation of a CHS, or reveal legally privileged information. If full 
disclosure is not made for any of the reasons indicated, then, whenever feasible, the 
FBI employee must make at least limited disclosure to a law enforcement agency or 
agencies having jurisdiction, and full disclosure must be made as soon as the need 
for restricting disclosure is no longer present.  Where full disclosure is not made to 



the appropriate law enforcement agencies within 180 days, the FBI employee/field 
office must promptly notify FBIHQ in writing of the facts and circumstances 
concerning the criminal activity.  The FBI must make periodic reports to the Deputy 
Attorney General of such non-disclosures and incomplete disclosures, in a form 
suitable to protect the identity of a CHS.  (AGG-Dom, Part VI.C)” 

 
23.0 NP, CLH and PF advised BP that the Thai police and prosecutors are resisting a non-

prosecution order because their jobs are at stake.  SM advised that Thai authorities can 
withhold a release for 20 years making Mr. Hobbs incapable of obtaining work or justice. 
 

24.0 CLH requested BP have FBI officially notify the RTP of Mr. Strike and his possible 
involvement so that RTP can properly and fully investigate Strike.  BP declined  

 
25.0 CLH requested that BP make the necessary requests to initiate an FBI investigation of Strike 

under Title 18 1591, 1596 in these matters.  BP advised that we would have to contact the 
prosecutor in Maui and they would ask CLH to contact the local FBI.  CLH stated that he has 
tried to do that on many occasions and that the FBI has refused to accept communications 
with him.  CLH suspects the resistance is a result of FBI involvement in aiding or procuring 
the false arrest. 
 

26.0 CLH requested that BP have (unbiased) FBI agents investigate the case against Strike/Hobbs 
to determine what has occurred since it would appear that Agents Cantrell, Donohue and 
Devine have a conflict of interest as they were directly involved in the initial false arrest.  BP 
refused to do this. 
 

27.0 CLH request that BP contact the DOJ Criminal Division, Damon King and suggest that under 
the circumstances and evidence provided that they initiate an investigation as previously 
requested by Mr. Hobbs.  BP refused to do this. 
 

28.0 JF stated that this problem is not going to disappear and requested the Embassy to consider 
finding a remedy.  PF also recommended the Embassy consider the impact on the US 
government reputation in Thailand and the affect this has had on FBI credibility. 

 
29.0 CLH advised that two foreigner (police volunteers) that were called to serve on the 

identification lineup have both attempted to extort monies from CLH in exchange for his 
release.  One of the foreigners has flashed a DEA badge and has threatened CLH with 
physical harm. 
 

30.0 BP requested that himself and JF be the main point of contacts between the Embassy and 
CLH.  PMN = Mr. Hobbs is considering this in light of the failure of the meeting to produce 
tangible results. 
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